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Memphis State students realize the valueof exercise in maintaining health.

Adding more life to your years

By Dr. Frank Rosato
In this impatient age of instant
coffee and instant pancake batter,
we Americans want instant fitness
and weight loss. This makes us
suckers for the extravagant and
next-to-impossible claims of
advertisements such as the one
which suggests a man who had
been overweight for 20 years
could get back into superman
shape in a few hours aidedby
their product.
Unfortunately, people have a
tendency to believe what they
want to believe. But such "instant
fitness" ballyhoo is only a great
American myth. For those who
believe, it can prove dangerous.
The trend toward flabbiness
has been gradual, and only in
recent years has it been given the
serious consideration by health
professionals it needs.
Modern urban Americans live
in a sedentary world. Our agrarian

forefathers put in far more than an
eight-hour day, and real muscle
was usually involved in their
efforts. Even today's rural
Americans labor less strenuously
than their fathers or grandfathers
because of the mechanization of
farms, nor do modern farmers'
wives have the same backbreaking chores their
grandmothers did.
Which means that although
rural dwellers are generally
healthier than their city cousins,
all Americans today are less
physically fit than their
grandparents.
When our agrarian forebears
worked, this produced an
elevated heartbeat of 110 to 115
for their laboring hours, and it
released considerable tension.
As a result, they rarely had heart
attacks; today it is a leading killer.
Most of us are vaguely aware of
the problem, and we concede the

need for exercise and weight
control. Flowever, Americans
have a tendency to launch "crash"
programs and togenerally overdo
a good thing.
Many have rushed to buy tennis
racquets and join jogging clubs,
but this overeagerness can do
more harm than good. If properly
approached, such activities can
be quite beneficial, but unless an
individual is in good physical
condition such strenuous
exercises should be approached
gradually. The old adage of "haste
makes waste" was never truer
than when trying to attain physical
fitness.
Slow build-up
The desire for "instant fitness"is
often the downfall of those who
push their physical resources
beyond their physical capabilities
in an attempt to do too much too
fast.

Let's consider the case of a
40-year-old man who smokes, is
overweight and generally out of
condition. Suppose he joins a
group that likes to play three sets
of tennis — singles at a lively
pace. The least he can expect is
an assortment of aches and
pains. If he is lucky, only his knees
and elbows will be problems.
However, if the day is hot and
the competition fierce, aterrific
strain can be placed on the body
and heart. The new participant
may be close to collapse, but his
pride will prevent his easing off in
the clutch, or admitting he isout of
shape — anego trip that could
have disastrous results.
That is why the first step in any
program of physical fitness is a
medical examination.
Ideally, the exam will include an
exercise tolerance test. This
usually involves running on a
(continued next page)

Jumping rope is a popularspring exercise for physical educationclasses.
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Adding more life to your years (continued*
treadmill while being wired to an
electrocardiograph. This often
detects latent problems or heart
irregularities missed by sedentary
tests.
Once a person's physical
condition is known, a tailor-made
exercise and weight control
program can then be devised.
This can be built around both the
needs and the interests of the
participant. But the key in any
program is a slow start and
gradual increase.
For example, our 40-year-old
"flabby" may be better off
restricting himself to nothing but
walking for six weeks. The walks
can be gradually increased in
length and pace.
At the sixth week, he will
probably want to mix a little
jogging with the walks — walking
100 paces, running 50 paces. In.
six months, he may be jogging a
mile at a time.
A word of advice: If the jogging
should be ona hard surface, he
needs to make sure his heels are
well padded with thick sweat
socks, a well cushioned sole and,
perhaps, special heel pads. This
eases the shock tothe knee joints
and can help to prevent aches
along the shins.
• How can a jogger tell if he or
she is overdoing it? General
feelings of tiredness are, of
course, one indication, but the
pulse rate is a more precise
indication. Wise joggers stop from
time to time to feel their wrist.
Even in a hard workout the
pulse rate should stay between
125 and 150 beats per minute,
depending upon one's age. Five
minutes after stopping, the pulse
should drop below 120. But
individuals differ, so a jogger's
doctor should help set the
standards.
Woman and fitness
Proper exercise is equally
important to women. They are as
affected as men by under or
overexertion and have the same
need for aprogressive program of
exercise and weight control.
Many women avoid exercise
because they feel this may
develop unsightly bulging
muscles which would makethem
appear unfeminine. This is a
common misconception based
perhaps on certainprofessional
women athletes who have
acquired a well developed
musculature that is almost
masculine.
However, it must be pointed out
that most of such professionals
went into serious sports activities
because of their muscular
development, slim hips, etc.
Another mistake many women
make is substitute a crash diet, or
massage and saunas, for
exercise. While diet, massage
and saunas can contribute to
conditioning, only exercise burns
up excess calories and tones up
sagging flesh.

Jogging is a current exercise
and the body quickly replaces
fad which has attracted both men
this.
and women; but women, like men,
Like many fads and myths, the
should not let themselves be
sweat belt approach involves real
persuaded to any unusual
medical hazards. The belt can
physical conditioning without that
seriously restrict return circu
first step: a medical examination.
lation. This can be particularly
hazardous to. people with high
In the process of seeking
blood pressure or a heart
exercise, don't overlook the more
problem. Varicose veins are
moderate forms. Gardening, for
another possible result.
example, can tone up a variety of
little used muscles, and it is
The sauna may be delightful for
especially healthy if mixed with
relaxation, social interaction and
cleansing the pores, but the
long walks.
Diet and exercise
weight loss produced is again,
Crash diets cancause as many
pure body water loss. The first soft
problems as crash exercise
drink or glass of tea will replace it.
programs. The Greek philosopher
Actually, the saunacan be quite
Socrates' advice is still
dangerous if used too soon after
appropriate: "Moderation in all
heavy exercise. This is because
things." The best policy is a mild
the heat takes the blood to the
reduction ofcalories along with
body surfaces when it is needed
mild increases in exercise — after
for the heart and brain. This
a chat with the family doctor.
obviously is not good.
Interestingly enough, mild
Another myth is weight loss
exercise often reduces feelings of
via the physical pounding and
hunger instead of increasing
shaking of the fleshby vibration or
them.
massage. The result of this lazy
Many advertisements extol the
man's approach to figure control
merits of "spot reduction." They
is invariably disappointing. In one
suggest that a program of
Study, the female subjects had
exercise can be devised which
their hips massaged by a
will restrict weight loss to a given
vibrating device, 15 minutes daily
part of the body. Research clearly
for a full year. The resulting weight
indicates that this is not true.
.loss — only onepound per
Exercise produces overall weight
subject, on the average.
loss.
Exercise and stress
One team of researchers
We are all familiar with the
studied tennis players. If the
expression — "working off anger."
so-called "spot reduction" theory
Exercise is probably.lhe most
constructive way to relieve
worked, then the racquet arms
of the players should have had
tension and get rid of the
frustrations that sometimes
less fat than their other arms.
accumulate during, a day.
This was simply not so. Actually
the racquet arms were slightly
In a study by Herbert DeVries,
heavier due to greater muscular
it was found that exercise was
development, but the fat content
a better tranquilizer than
for both arms was exactly the
tranquilizing medications. It
same.
produced about 20 per cent more
Another study focused on two
muscle tension reduction than
groups of women, their waist and
such medicines and was less
hip measurements. One group
dangerous because it did not
did special exercises to slim their
have any harmful side effects.
hips and waists. The other group
Can exercise increase life
just did general exercises. At the
expectancy? This is certainly a
end of the months devoted to the
possibility, but hard evidence is
experiment, the researchers
not adequate enough at this time.
found no significant difference
However, Dr. Kenneth Cooper has
between the dimensions of the
estimated that a good program of
two groups.
regular exercise can forestall a
The "pot belly," by the way, is
heart attack by 10to 15 years —
usually not theresult of excess fat.
and perhaps, even prevent it, by
It is generally caused by a
strengthening the cardio-vascular
weakness of the stomach
muscles.
muscles — a weakness that
Whatever your reason for
permits the viscera to bulge
wanting to achieve physical
outward. The logical approach to
fitness — health, weight
this is exercise similar to the sit-up
reduction, physical well being —
or leg-lift which will tighten and
you'll findthat exercise makes you
strengthen the stomach muscles.
feel better as well as look better.
If physical fitness can't add
Sweat belts and sauna
more
years to your life, it will
Another current fad is the use of
certainly add more life to your
heat for weight reduction. We see
years.
many ads for rubberized clothing
and sweat belts. Whenone wears
these and exercises even moder
Dr. Rosato is an assistant
professor of health, physical
ately, profuse local sweating
education and recreation at
results.
Memphis State University. He has
This does in fact produce local
lectured extensively over the past
weight loss, but the loss is strictly
several years on the subject of
temporary. It is pure water loss,
physical conditioning and stress.

Pamela Weaver Myers

Goodlegal help
available—if you qualify
By Laura Derrington
Finding good help these days
can be a problem, especially if
you cannot afford it. But for those
in need of legal assistance, .relief
is available.
Located downtown in the
Dermon Building at Court and
Third Streets, the Memphis State
University Legal Clinic offers legal
aid for indigent persons.
"Most of our clients are referred
to us by the Memphis-Shelby
County Legal Services
Association," said Lee F. Miller,
Clinic director. "They maintain a
list of cases for us thatthey cannot
handle due to overload. Also
included are criminal cases which
they do not take."
Established last year, the Legal
Clinic is staffed by two certified
lawyers and during thespring had
13 third-year law students.
According to both Miller and
Pamela Weaver Myers, assistant
director, Nicholas White, dean of
the Memphis State University
Cecil C. Humphreys School of
Law, was the motivating force
behind the creation of the Clinic.
"The new dean saw a need for
this program," said Mrs. Myers,
"and the students had been
requesting it for a number of
years. Previously law students
received no practical knowledge
of how to handle themselves in a
courtroom."
A maximum of 15 students may
register for the course, which is
offered as an elective for senior .
law students, in a given semester.
Three of the 13 students enrolled
during,the spring semester were
women.

Anywhere from 20-25 hours
weekly are expended by students
working with clients. Monday and
Wednesday are reserved for
interviewing clients, and Tuesday
and Thursday are classroom
days.
The days of classroom
instruction are designed to
supplement experience gained in
the courtroom. Fundamental
topics are discussed, such as
how to file a brief, how to write
letters, how to interview clients
and how to deal with people who
will not talk at all.
Friday is a free day to tie up
loose ends. Each student is
responsible for 10 clients.
"I was nervous at first. I knew
because I was a student I would
make mistakes, but this class has
helped me so much with the
procedure. I think it is an excellent
course and should be required for
all law students," said Jeanne
Pascal, a spring semester
student.
Although the course is
presently listed as an elective,
Miller sees it as a requirement
sometime in thefuture. "I definitely
think it should be mandatory," he
said. "The training offered by the
Clinic is equivalent to five years
experience in a private law firm."
"It's been most helpful to me in
building my faith in my abilities as
a lawyer," saidBarlow Mann,
another student who graduated
in May. "It has removed my
nervousness, and interviewing
clients is much easier now. I
would recommend it for all
students who plan to spend time
in court."

Miller was chosen as director of
the Clinic following seven years
with Legal Services. He received
his bachelor's degree from the
University of Tennessee in 1950
and his Vaw"degree at Georgetown
University in Washington in 1958.
"I prefer what I am doing now,"
he said. "There is such a need for
this service. I have seen young
lawyers take cases into court that
could have been handled over
the phone. I am inclined to agree
with Chief Justice .Warren
Berger's statement that many of
our criminal lawyers are
deficient."
Mrs. Myers came to the Clinic
from three years of private
practice in Elizabethtown, Tenn. A
native of England, she received
her bachelor's degree from the
University of Miami and her law
degree from Memphis State in
1973.
The Legal Clinic receives its
funds through the state
educational system set up by the
State Legislature. Under the
system, there is a fund for the
University of Tennessee and one
for "other institutions." Memphis
State comes under "other
institutions." In 1977, the
educational budget was
increased which provided the
money needed for the Clinic.
The Clinic will not take cases
representing students against the
University. They also refuse cases
where the opposing party is
represented by the MemphisShelby County Legal Services
Association.
The first step for the student
attorneys in dealing with clients

is to make sure they qualify as
indigent.
"There is no set definition of
indigent," said Miller. "As a
general rule, anyone who makes
over $50 weekly will not qualify."
All clients are required to sign a
pauper's oath.
On some days the Clinic sees
more types of cases than others.
"Sometimes the entire list is
divorces. We try to limit the
number of divorces, which is a
little difficult because the number
of such cases increases every
year," he said. Divorce is the most
common case with bankruptcy
second and tort (cases involving
compensation for damages),
third.
Have they seen a trend in local
crime?
"We haven't been in operation
long enough to see a trend in
crime," said Miller. "Most of our
cases take longer than a year to
process so we haven't had too
many results yet." However, Miller
has been surprised at the
increasingly large number of
bankruptcy cases. The Clinic has
also handled paternity suits, child
abuse, housing cases, wills, wage claims and civil rights
cases.
Currently, the Clinic consists of
six offices and one library. This
means there are from twoto four
students to an office.
"It makes it very difficult to
interview clients," said Mann." We
always leave the office while
someone is being interviewed
in order to insure their
confidentiality."
"We need a larger staff, more
money and more phones," said
Miller. "Students also would like to
handle more criminal cases."
Of the clients who come to the
Clinic, most are trusting of its
capabilities. According to Mrs.
Myers, many have a "I want it right
how" attitude. Some wait until the
day before a hearing to come in
for help, which makes the work
even harder for the staff. Only a
few are resentful of having to
accept free help.
If you can get it, free help is not
so bad, especially if it's good
help.

Brown certifies
law students
Twelve student law
practitioners from the Memphis
State University Cecil C.
Humphreys School of Law
Legal Clinic were introduced in
Judge Bailey Brown's federal
court April 7.
The introduction came as
recognition for the certification
of the students and the Legal
Clinic to handle cases in
federal court. The Legal Clinic
previously had been certifiedto
handle only state court cases.
All the student lawyershad to
be certified by Law School
Dean Nicholas White as
eligible to practice in federal
court before their introductions.
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Live and learn,die and forget it all
By Sandra Umfress
Gravel Springs, Miss. Lonely,
Tenn. Evening Shade, Ark. Such
quaint little towns, seemingly
untouched by civilization, are
•ast being absorbed by the
sophisticated technology of the
cities. The rural economy is fast
becoming obsolete.
And with it comes the demise of
folk culture — the body of orally
preserved, and passed on,
traditions, beliefs and tales of
generation after generation.
However, the Center for
Southern Folklore is waging war
with progress to capture these
traditions for posterity.
Captured forever, available at
the flip of a switch, is the horse
trading era, when, as mule trader
Ray Lum said, "men loved horses.
They wanted horses."
Safe onrecord and film is the sly
mule trader's philosophy. "A real

The Center's logo wasfound standing
serenely in the area of Vicksburg,Miss.
(Photo by Bill Ferris.)

trader will trade you for anything
you've got. A good trader will take
a pocket knife andrun it into a
barrel of money, but a bad trader
can take a barrel of money and
when he gets through he won't
even have his pocket knife."
Captured too, are;the-words of
self-taught fifemaker/craftsman
Othar Turner, "I started making a
cane and blowing a cane when
I was 13-years-old. I just kept
tuning and blowing and blowing
and tuning. The moreI tried the
better it come to me. That's my
make. Nobody trained me and I
take that from myself."
Lum, Turner and countless
others such as quilt-maker
Amanda Gordon and black
gospel singer Fannie Bell
Chapman are all preserved in
the archives of the Center for
• Southern Folklore in its almost
desperate attempt to document
the rapidly disappearing folk
traditions of the South through
films, records and books.
Its work is the brain-child of
MSU alumna Judy Peiser,
co-director of the Center, and
her associate William Ferris,
associate professor of American
and Afro-American studies at Yale
University.
"I grew up in Memphis," said
Ms. Peiser, "and was very
interested in photography and
history. I was always fascinated by
others' stories and picture
albums.
"When I came toMemphis
State University to get my
master's in film and broadcasting,
I met David Yellin in speech and
drama. He was greatly responsible
in helping me tie my interest in
documentary film to my love of
Southern history."
Peiser and Ferris first met in
1970 in Mississippi where both
were doing research. Ferris had
previously recorded and
photographed performers near

his home of Vicksburg, Miss.
Many of these photographs, films
and tape recordings were
incorporated in the Center's early
films which Ms. Peiser edited.
"Bill is more interested in the
research and I am more
interested in production, but you
have to have both to get the
finished product," said Ms. Peiser.
Realizing that folk traditions are
too quickly forgotten and that
Southern storytellers, musicians
and craftsmen arebecoming an
endangered species of the
American culture, Peiser and
Ferris founded the Center in1972
in one room of the Peiser home.
The Center relocated in 1975
in a large residence at 1216
Peabody, built in 1908. A staff of
10 full time and five part-time
employees has built a darkroom,
folklore archives and sound
studio.
"We talk about folklore as the
heart of the people," said Ms.
Peiser. "It comprises the
aesthetics of an artist, the feelings
a bluegrass player has for his
music. We are interested in the
man whose grocery store has
operated 50 years in the same
location, or the woman who does
needlework in her home.
"Our work can't involve only the
craft. It is not enough just to know
how to basket weave. We must
encompass the life of the artist
andhis interactions with his
environment."
The recording of the folk
experience for Ms. Peiser and
Ferris actually began with the
production of films which
eventually called for film
transcripts. After transcripts
came the necessity for essays
and records, and soon the
preservation of folklore evolved
into a multi-media concept.
Now the blues, storytelling, folk
religion and crafts have been
developed into packages

Bill Ferris (left)and Judy Peiser (right)film mule trader Flay Lum. (Photo by Bill Ferris.)

containing illustrated essays and
transcripts to accompany
documentary films, tape/slide
programs, records and
audio-tapes.
To date the Center has
produced 12 films and three
records. Their titles include:
"Fannie Bell Chapman: Gospel
Singer" about a Centreville, Miss.,
faith healer and her role in black
religious services;
"Gravel Springs Fife and Drum"
dealing with a day inthe life of
Othar Turner following him from
breakfast to a performance by
Turner and his friends at a
community picnic;
And "Ray Lum: Mule Trader"
portrays a clever businessman
and adept storyteller.
Over 2 million viewers have
seen the Center's award winning
films shown in 700libraries,
museums and classrooms
throughout the United States and
Canada. They have been
featured on NBC's Today Show,
the CBS Evening News and in the
"New York Times."
In August, 1976, the Center for
Southern Folklore completed one
of its biggest projects, which
required almost three years to
produce — the American Folklore
Films and Videotapes: An Index.
The 350-page reference book is a
comprehensive listing of over
1,800 films and videotapes
A film andvideotape annotations
section provides an alphabetical
listing of films and a brief descrip
tion of each. The index also offers
a listing of special collections
and distributors title listings and
addresses, as well as 170 rare
photographs and reproductions
illustrating films and videotapes.
"We work on a shoestring
budget," said Ms. Peiser, "most of
our funding is provided through
grants."
"During the past five years, the
Center has received support from
such groups as the Rockefeller
Foundation, the National Endow
ment for theArts, the Junior League
of Memphis, the SmithsonianIn
stitution, Tennessee Arts Commis
sion and the Mississippi Arts
Commission."
The Center was recently
awarded a Challenge Grant of
$200,000 for 1978-79 by the
National Endowment for the
Humanities for the establishment
of long-range plans for the
Center's programs. However, the
grant must be matched by atleast
$600,000 from private sources.
Judy Peiser andBill Ferris know
the necessity of preserving the
history, tradition and culture that
are America's birthright. Their
desire is to see that folklore is npt
forgotten.
Their goal is a promise to
dispute Ray Lum's words: "You
live and learn. Then you die and
forget it all."

Last year over 5,000 students at Memphis State University applied
for some form of financial aid during the fiscal year.
By Laura Derrington
Deadlines, applications, finan
cial statements, applications,
grade point averages, applica
tions, tuition, applications, grants,
applications, loans, applications,
applications, applications, appli
cations and more applications.
Confused?
Most people are when it comes
to the subject of financial aid, and
most do notunderstand who
receives it and why.
Last year over5,000 students at
Memphis State University applied
for some form of financial aid
during the fiscal year. This figure
includes academic, athletic and
other scholarships, as well as
grants and loans.
The number of applicants has
increased by approximately
1,000 students annually, and I
think the number will continue to
rise. There seems to be a very
great need for financial help," said
Bob Boone, MSU assistant
director of financial aid.
He attributes the increase to the
fact that more students of middle
income families are applying for
aid, and also to the fact that
part-time students are today
eligible for some types of financial
assistance.
Of the 5,000 who applied for
aid, only 300 were rejected
because they did not show a
need. Most of the rejections did
not complete the necessary forms
correctly or missed deadlines.

What constitutes a need?
Need is specified as the
difference between the
educational costs — tuition, fees,
room and board, books, supplies
— and the amount the student
and his family are expectedto pay
for his education.
To establish the expected
contribution of the family, students
must fill out the FamilyFinancial
Statement, distributed by the
American College Teaching
Program.
This form is then mailed by the
student to ACT where expected
family contribution is computed.
The estimated cost of attending
MSU, the enrollment status of the
student and family's ability to
contribute are used to determine
need.
"All factors are considered in
determining need," said Boone,
"and family income is not always
the most important factor. For
example, a student from a family
with 10 children and an income of
$25,000 may be entitled to more
aid than a student from a family
where the father brings home
$10,000 a year and there are only
three people to support."
The Office of Education offers
five forms of aid whichare
handled through the Financial Aid
Office — the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant, Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant,
College Work-Study, National
Direct Student Loans and
Guaranteed Student Loans.

In addition, theUniversity offers
nursing grants and loans, athletic
and academic scholarships,
Tennessee Student Assistance
Awards, Law Enforcement
Grants and short-termemer
gency loans.
Undergraduate students who
apply for any form of financial aid
are advised to try for a Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant as
well. BEOGs are intended to be
the foundation of a financial aid
package, and can be combined
with other forms of aid. Part-time
students are eligible for BEOGs.
As with other grants,BEOGs do
not have to be repaid. Students
may receive them for only eight
semesters at MSU.
A variety of loans are also
available. Repayment begins
after the student leaves the
University and inmost cases no
interest is charged while the
student is in school.
College Work-Study is a
popular program at Memphis
State. Working no more than 20
hours a week, students canuse
their skills while earning a portion
of their academic costs. During
the 1976 fiscal year, 691 students
were involved in the Work-Study
plan.
All financial aid offered through
the Financial Aid Office is con
tingent on the student making
"satisfactory progress toward
completion of a course of study."
Just what is satisfactory
progress?

"It is rather difficult to say,"
Boone said. "Right now we're in
a hassle over it. Basically as long
as a student is allowed to enroll at
the University,he ft making
progress." Boone cited problems
with setting a time limit, required
sometimes by federal law, on
students whose courses of study
require more than four years to
complete.
Married students are also
eligible for financial aid. They
must be able to provide the
majority of their living expenses.
During the first year of marriage,
for aid purposes, they are still
considered to be dependent on
their parents, if parents had
previously supported them.
As with any application, the
information on a random sam
pling basis. "We concentrate
is not an easy task for the
Financial Aid Office.
"Validation of informaion is not
easy. We handle it something like
a tax audit. We always require
another source of information
along with the application, such
as an income tax return in
questionable cases," Boone said.
The Office then verifies financial
information on a random
sampling basis. "We concentrate
on any informationthat appears to
be inconsistent."
Deadlines for grants and loans
are available in the Financial Aid
Office. Steps in applying for
assistance are: check deadlines
for grants and loans, submit
applications and send in ACT
Family Financial Statement.

Dr. Tilley not only holds downone of the topadministrative jobs at the University,but also manages to find time forone of her hobbies -horticulture.

By Sandra Umfress
When Dr. Alicia Tilley was a
child playing with dolls in Slidetl,
La., 'nice' working women
pursued careers in the accepted
female professions of nursing,
teaching and perhaps library
science work.
So, following in the traditionof
her mother and grandparents, Dr.
Tilley also became a teacher
because "it seemedthe rightthing
to do at the time."
Today!" sRe has dented most
of those antiquated ideas to
become the woman with the
highest academic position at
Memphis State — dean of the
Graduate School. In fact, she is
the only woman dean on campus.
In a job usually dominated by
men at most schools, Dr. Tilley
does not regard her sex as a
handicap influencing effective
administration of her plans and
ideas.
"I really haven't encountered
many difficulties because I am a
woman dean," said Dr. Tilley. "It's
just that people don't expect it.
When I answer the phone, most
are prepared to say 'Yes, sir' or
'No, sir' and, naturally, they
receive quite a surprise.
"Any doubt people had about
my abilities were the same as
those they had towards anyone
they did not know whether man or
woman. You haveto gaintrust and
respect. I just made sure I always
researched sufficiently to support
my ideas. When your ideasare
substantially based, you are
accepted and worthy of respect,"
she said.

The tall, silver-haired woman
has gained the trust of admin
istrators and students alike so
that she is able to oversee the
graduate program as she deems
necessary.
"Any limitations are more subtle
than outright, stemming not from
malice but from lack of familiarity
to a woman dean," saidDr. Tilley.
Already a well-known face on
campus before assuming the
dean's position two years ago, Dr.
Tittey served one year each as
acting dean and associate dean.
She came to MSU in 1967 as an
assistant professor in counselor
education. She held the associate
dean's position for the 1973-74
year but returned to teaching for a
year before becoming the acting
dean of the Graduate School in
1975.
She received her bachelor's
degree from Southeastern
Louisiana College in 1941. After
teaching in Louisiana five years,
she moved to Texas to begin work
on a master's degree at the
University of Texas.
Before completing requirements,
however, recruiters for dependent
schools in Germany turnedher
thoughts from studies to travel, re
sulting a five-year stint overseas,
where she taught such courses as
geography and history. While there,
the adventuresome dean took ad
vantage of leaves and weekends
to trek over most of Europe and .
northern Africa.
"I love to travel and I wish I had
more time to to do it. I must admit,

a definite disadvantage tothis job
is the limitations it places on travel
time."
After returning to Texas and
obtaining her master's, she
taught in Austin at the Universityof
Texas and worked in a counselor
education program there. Dr.
Tilley finished work on her
doctorate at the University of
Illinois prior to coming to MSU.
Those years as a teacher in so
many different locations have
given Alicia Tilley useful and
valuable insight into the different
facets of education and possible
applications at Memphis State.
"The picture of graduate
education changes," said Dr.
Tilley. "You can't do away with
traditional graduate studies
emphasizing scholarship and
research, but the programs must
also meet the needs of the people
in the community. The major
purpose of the university is to
serve the community, particularly
when it is located in a
metropolitan area as Memphis
State is.
"The University has tomeet the
needs of the people who are
already employed and are
seeking to addto their knowledge
in areas of particular significance
to their field."
Such philosophies ineducation
have resulted in the instigation of
several programs structured to
serve the special needs of
Memphis.
Initiated two years ago, the
individual studies program allows
a student to choose courses to

Woman
dean
sees no
job
handi
caps
meet personal goals. The cur
riculum must be approved by the
director of graduate studies.
"A joint program with San
Diego State, Old Dominion, West
Florida State, MSU (all universities
located near Navy bases) and the
Navy is currently inthe planning
stages. It will provide a degree in
educational training management
subspecialty, making it possible
for a Navy officer to pursue a
career as an education officer.
"We will be working with these
other schools because of the
possibility of transfer from base
to base. We have also made
exceptions to some of our policies
to accommodate sea duty."
Devoting much of her after
hours times to "my big hobby, my
house," Dr. Tilley has decorated
her home with personal creations
of needlepoint bell pulls andchair
cushions.
"I am currently working onthe
kitchen, reworking and painting
the woodwork and cupboards."
Dabbling in home horticulture,
she modestly admits, "I have
enough house plants to really
keep me busy watering." Her
green thumb has coaxed plants to
survive suspended in her denand
kitchen. Her plants also provide a
touch of home in her campus
office.
For a night on the town, Dean
Tilley becomes a opera and
symphony fan or relaxes at a play
or satisfies an urge for bridge.
Yes, the feminist movement
would be proud of Dr. Alicia
Tilley's progression from teaching
because "it was the right thing to
do" to her acceptance as the only
woman dean at MSU.
"Being dean is great," confirms
Dr. Tilley, "especially now that the
job is permanent, and I feel more
relaxed. I like it. When I decide I
don't, I won't do it."

Workshop trains alumni leaders
The Office of Alumni Affairs
sponsored its first Alumni
Leadership Workshop for
Memphis area alumni leaders
March 11 in the Alumni Center.
Approximately 60 persons
attended.
"The workshop washeld totrain
alumni leaders to better serve
their chapters and to give them a
chance to meet and exchange
ideas with other alumni," said Ann
Daniel Gee, assistant director of
alumni affairs and coordinator of
the workshop.
Participating were constituent
alumni chapter officers, board
members and officers of the
National Alumni Association and
University staff from the Alumni,
Development and Student
Relations offices, President Billy
M. Jones greeted workshop
participants.
The half-day conferencebegan
with an 8:30 breakfast. Dave
Roberts, director of development,
NAA President H.R Heffernanand
Dr. John Pepin, national chairman
of this year's Annual Fund, each
discussed the role alumni play in
development programs, NAA
activities and the Annual Fund
drive. Also included in the
discussion was therole of support
groups such as the Highland 100
and the Rebounders.
Group discussions were held
for idea exchanges amongthe
leaders and to analyze typical
problems encountered by alumni
chapters including areas such
as increasing membership
participation and annual fund
giving.
The activity was concluded
at noon with a vote by all
participants for the best alumni
chapter award, wonby the School
of Law Alumni Chapter.
"I thought the turnout was
exceptional," said Ms. Gee. "It was
the first time we had conducted
this kind of thing so I didn't know
what to expect as feedback. But
we have had requests to do
similar follow-up meetings.
"The workshop proved not only
informative but also laid the
groundwork for futureprogress by
constituent alumni chapters as
well as the National Alumni
Association."

Dave Roberts (second from left)talks with alumni about Development projectsand goals.

Dr. Bobby Young, NAA secretary, listens as
alumni exchange ideas about chapter
activities.

Ann Daniel Gee (above)explains procedure
of workshop discussionsto alumni leaders. Dr.
John Pepin (right), national chairmanof the
Annual Fund, talks with Bob Alsobrook (left).

Dialing for
Annual Fund
dollars
James Owen (75) checks over information card as he talkswith an
alumnus.

Ever receive a callfrom the dean?Several Memphis lawyers
did when Nicholas White,dean of the Cecil C. Humphreys
School of Law, joinedMSU graduates during theLaw Alumni
Phone-A-Thon.

The telephones never stopped ringing inthe Memphis homes of Tiger alumni as
volunteers participated in the Alumni Phone-A-Thonprogram.

Don Jones ('58), a past presidentof the Education Alumni Chapter and NAA board member,
discusses the purposes of the Annual Fundwith a Memphis area teacher.

Carolyn Jones (left), assistant director of development,explai&telephoning procedure to John
Lindberg.

Dr. Ruth Knowlton ('55)of the Education Alumni Chapter is oneof
the Annual Fund's most avid supporters.

A new kind of "nationalism" hovered over the campus of
Memphis State University during the last several months, as the
1978 Alumni Phone-A-Thon program was sponsored and
conducted by the Office of Development.
The program required and received the effortsof more than900
volunteers — alumni, students, faculty, staff members and other
friends of the University — insoliciting gifts to the Annual Fund.
"This year's telephoning program was bigger and better than
ever," said Carolyn Jones, director of the Annual Fund program
and assistant director of development. "We had more volunteers
than ever before and the enthusiasm of the participants was
extremely high."
In Shelby County, volunteers telephoned 18 nights, and several
alumni chapters — law, education, nursing, band and business
— conducted special campaigns designed to especially reach
their members.
Dr. John J. Pepin, nationalchairman of the 1977-78 Annual
Fund, said the goal of this year's effort was to expand thebase of
alumni participation.
.
"Of course we were interested in the amount of money raised,
but we were more interested ingetting the maximumnumber of
alumni possible to make a gift in any amount.To us, a financial
gift demonstrates interest that can be directed into other areas of
importance, such as student recruitment, legislative relations,
etc.," he said.
Besides the Shelby County Phone-A-Thons, seven West
Tennessee alumni chapters sponsored calling nights, including
Haywood, Hardin, McNairy, Tipton, Gibson, Davidson and
Madison. Metropolitan alumni chapters that sponsored
Phone-A-Thons were Atlanta, St. Louis, Dallas, Houston, New
Orleans and Washington, D.C.
"These area Phone-A-Thons not only generated private gift
dollars, but also stimulated the interest and enthusiasm of alumni
who do not have daily contact with their alma mater," said Ms.
Jones.
"Contributors to last year's Annual Fund numbered just over
3,100. This figure is expected to increase during the 1977-78
campaign because of the dedication and perseverance of the
alumni callers and the greater number of alumni who were
contacted," said Dr. Pepin.
Gifts to the Annual Fund provide for programs andprojects for
which no other source of revenue is available, such as
scholarships, faculty salary supplements, library improvement,
etc.

From the smile onher face, Susie Millsundoubtedly just received a big contribution to the Annual Fund.

Kathy Joyner signs a follow-uplette

Richard Brackhahn ('62), presidentof the Law Alumni Chapter, talks with fellow attorneys.

That pot of gold at rainbow's end
may be worth $1.98 in 2000 A. D.

w
Wheeler named dean of Herff College
Dr. Orville E.
Wheeler, a native
Memphian who
has been involved
in all aspects of
engineering for
approximately 20
years, has been
appointed dean
of the Herff
College of Engineering.
"We feel very fortunate to have
obtained a man of Dr. Wheeler's
background for this position,"
President Jones said. "In today's
world, it is important to have
administrators who possess not
only the knowledge of their
particular fields, but also the
experience of workingin that field.
Dr. Wheeler has earned the
respect of both the academic
community and the professional
engineering community, and we
feel that he will be a dynamic
addition to Memphis State."
Dr. Wheeler's contributions to
engineering include serving as a
researcher, an instructor and as a
practicing engineer. Until his
appointment as MSU dean,he
was chief structures engineer for
the Bucyrus-Erie Co. in
Wisconsin.
His practical engineering
experience also includes working
as a project structures engineer
and design specialist with the
Convair Aerospace Division of
General Dynamics, as a unit and

Deadline — July 1
The deadline for submitting
nominations for the second
annual Distinguished Alumni
Award is July 1.
Individuals are considered for
the award through three
categories: alumni who have
become well-known and
consequently through their fame
have brought honor to the
University, alumni who have made
outstanding contributions to the
University and friends of Memphis
State who have rendered
meaningful service toward
University goals.
Recipients are chosen by a
secret, five-member committee,
consisting of past or current
National Alumni Association
officers. Ellen Davies-Rodgers
was the first recipient of the award
last year. This year's winner will
be announced at Homecoming
Nov. 4.
To nominate individuals, send a
short resume of the alumnus or
alumna to the Alumni Center,
Memphis State University,
Memphis, Tenn. 38152. Current
NAA officers and Memphis State
students are not eligible.
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section chief in the Strength
Analysis Branch at the Marshall
Space Flight Center, NASA, in
Huntsville, Ala., and as a stress
and structures analyst with
several aircraft companies.
He has taught in the
engineering departments at the
University of Texas at Arlington,
Southern Methodist University
and in-plant courses for graduate
engineers at Bucyrus-Erie.
The 45-year-old engineer was
born in Memphis and receivedhis
bachelor's degree from
Vanderbilt. After earning a
master's degree from the
University of Missouri, he went on
to receive his doctorate from
Texas A & M University. He has
also completed special courses
in the U.S. Navy, the U.S. Civil
Service Commission and IBM.

Mealor to direct
geography area
Dr. William Theodore "Ted"
Mealor Jr., of the University.of
Southern Mississippi,has been
named new chairman of the
geography department, effective
July 1.
Dr. Mealor, who has served as
assistant dean of the college of
liberal arts and associate
professor of geography and area
development at Southern
Mississippi since 1971, succeeds
Dr. Paul Sisco, who is retiring.
"Memphis State has always
had a good, strong program in
geography. In addition to
continuing the fine program
already here, I hope to implement
an additional emphasis in
strengthening areas of
geographic technique, such as
cartography (map-making), aerial
photo interpretation, remote
sensing and computer
cartography," Dr. Mealor said.
Dr. Mealor said that he plans for
the geography department to be
open to interaction with other
departments on projects and
programs, particularly those
which deal with spatial problems,
such as environmental and
land-use problems.
The 37-year-old geologist,
whose specialty is land-use and
remote sensing, received a
bachelor of arts degree from the
University of Florida. He earned
his master and Ph.D. degrees
from the University of Georgia,
where he was an instructor in
1970. He is married and is the
father of two sons.

If you know anyone looking for
the proverbial pot of gold at the
end of the rainbow, tell them to
forget it. By the time they find it, it
won't buy a hot dog. At least that's
the bleak picture of the future that
inflation is going to bring us if the
experts prove to be right in their
predictions.
Most of us know that today's
dollar isn't worth very much, but if
the present rate of 6.6 per cent
increase continues, the dollar will
be worth about 53 cents in 10
years.
Economists and financial
experts all agree that inflation is
going to be with us for a long, long
time.
Dr. Robert Crowe, dean of the
College of Business Administra
tion, says there seems tobe no
end in sight tothe current
inflationary trends. He predicts
that even if the current rate could
be reduced to only a 5 per cent
annual increase, "We may well be
paying $5 for a pack of cigarettes
and a gas station attendant will
probably be getting about
$20,000 annually in the year
2000."
That means a $16 pair of jeans
will cost about $43, a $2 tube of
lipstick will retail for about $5.50,
this year's small $5,000 car will
cost $14,000 and a $70-a-week
food bill will cost a family about
$187.
Luxury items such as stereos,
televisions and appliances will
more than double inprice. More
money will be required for all
types of services — leisure,
medical, legator other.
In fact, the economy of the
future will most likely be based on
services rather than goods as in
the past, according to Dean
Crowe.
As if that's not bad enough,
trying to buy a house in the year
2000 may become an impossible
dream because of the soaring
cost of real estate. In a recent talk
to the One Million Dollar Sales
Club, Dr. Robert Sigafoos, holder
of the Fogleman Chair inReal
Estate at MSU, told his listeners,
"A house selling today for
$45,000 will probably sell for
about $172,000. One that sold in
1977 for $80,000, assuming
normal upkeep and repair, may
sell for $306,000 in the year 2000
at the current 6 per cent annual
inflation rate compounded. If the
inflation rate should increase to 10
per cent, the price may rise to
$716,000."
By 2000 A.D., millionaires and
the One Million Dollar Sales Club
will be only a memory, for it will
take $3.8 million tomake thesame
grade.
"Mortgage payments on a
$306,000 home with 80 per cent
financing, 25 years at 10per cent
interest, will be $2,225 per
month," Dr. Sigafoos said.

Paul Lowry, director of the
Bureau of Business and'
Economic Research at MSU, said
that salaries are increasing at an
average of 7 per cent a year. "In
1941 when I got out of college I
was making $135 a month and
living comfortably. Room and
board was $30 amonth."
Lowry said college graduates
now are making $9,000 to
$12,000 a year upon graduation,
and by the year 2000 their
average income might be as high
as $30,000 a year. However, he
pointed out that with the dollar
worth less, even the higher
salaries will not enable them tolive
any more comfortably than he did
on $135 amonth.

Gilliland gets
King Human
Rights Award
Dr. BurlE.
Gilliland, associ
ate professor of
guidance and
personnel ser
vices, was
named recipient
of the third annual
Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Human Rights Award April 4.
"Dr. Gilliland was selected to
receive the award on the basis of
his active and outstanding efforts
toward the betterment of human'
relations," said Dr. Helen Nunn,
chairman of the award selection
committee and professor of home
economics.
Dr. Gilliland has served as the
director of Human Relations
Specialist Training for Memphis
City Schools, Division of Race
Relations, conducting more than
300 staff development and
in-service training sessions in
human relations and related areas
during 1971-77.
He has also conducted work. shops on school desegregation
with educational leaders in Ten
nessee, Kentucky, Arkansas and
Virginia.
Other reasons for Dr. Gilliland's
selection, based on remarks from
his colleagues, are that "the
attitude and skillshe has acquired
in the area of human relations, he
has shared with others. This is
important — the betterment of
human relations comes through
communication with each other.
He believes, as well as practices,
the idea of equality for all."
Past recipients of the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Human Rights
Award are Dr. Elizabeth Phillips
and David L. Acey, who were
1976 recipients and Ms. Erma
Clanton, who received the award
in 1977.

Grand old days of
radio are alive

Caution keynotes 1979 federal budget

Harvey named
recipient of
Myar award

the projected general price
With a one-half-trillion-plus
increase for fiscal year 1979 of a
budget proposed by President
little over 6 per cent. This brings
Carter for 1979, Tennessee Sen.
the real increase in budgetary
James Sasser, member of the
expenditures to about 2per cent.
Senate's Budget Committee,
"As compared to the Gross
came to fiscal experts in his home
National
Product projected (in
state for more information before
excess of $2.3 trillion for 1979),
making a report.
the real increase in budgeted
Among those invited by Sasser
expenditures would amont to less
to attend the Senate Budget
than one half of 1 per cent of that
Committee hearing in Nashville
total.
last month were State Reps.
"Such stimulus seems modest
Clifford Allen and John T Bragg,
and economists from Vanderbilt
when measured against the
University, Middle Tennessee
expected unemployment rate of
State University, Fisk University
5.9 per cent for the year, given the
and Memphis State University.
'rule of thumb' ratio between a
percentage decrease in
Dr. Thomas Depperschmidt,
unemployment and an
chairman of the department of
accompanying percentage
economics of the College of
increase in GNP of about 1 to 3.
Business Administration, was the
"There is a potentially strong
fiscal representative from West
indirect impact of the budget on
Tennessee. The following
the system, however. The indirect
summary of the testimony of the
impact likely will arise out of the
witnesses at the hearing was
projected deficit of $61 billion.
made by Dr. Depperschmidt as a
"There was some fear
special report to THE COLUMNS.
expressed by those attending
"If any consensus was
that interest rates will rise as
developed from the testimony of
government borrowing crowds
economists and public officials, it
the money markets and chokes
was that the fiscal year 1979
investment spending.
budget will have little direct
"At the same time, the deficit
impact on the economy.
spending probably will generate
"That judgment is based on the
inflationary pressure in those
view that the principal items of
economic sectors already
fiscal stimulus in the budget, the
operating at a high level of
tax cut andthe projectedincrease
in budgeted expenditures over
capacity utilization.
"If the underlying economic
1978, are subject to some
conditions continue along the
substantial offsets.
"The proposed $25 b'tWton \ax
path of relatively strong recovery
cut will be offset to a large degree
in 1979, the budget's fiscal policy
by the increased volume of taxes
impact will doubtless be
automatically generated as
considered positive; but if activity
taxable incomes rise. About half
levels off or declines, the stimulus
of that tax reduction will be
contained in the budget won't be
sufficient to correct the problem.
absorbed by theincrease in
"In short, the direct fiscal policy
Social Security taxes this year.
impact of the budget on the
"The increase in budgeted
expenditures of 8 per cent over
system in 1979 is likely to be
neutral at best; there is more hope
fiscal year 1978 is nominally a big
than substance in the fiscal policy
stimulus to the economic system.
But this must be viewed against
measures contained in the
budget."

For those who grew up in the
Memphis attorney Albert C. "Al"
1930's and 1940 s, the old radio
Harvey has been named the
shows had a special quality not
recipient of the 1978 Sam A. Myar
found in today's electronic media.
Jr. Memorial Award, presented
Perhaps it was the almost
annually in recognition of
magic experience of hearing
outstanding service to thelegal
voices of famous people
profession and the community.
thousands of miles away or an
The 38-year-old attorney
event taking place on the other
received the award March 24 at
side of the world.
Memphis State University's
Shows such as "The Aldrich
annual Law Day banquet at the
Family," "Burns and Allen," "The •
Holiday Inn-Rivermont. He is a
Shadow," "Lum and Abner," "Fred
partner in the law firm of
Allen," "Fibber McGee and Molly,"
Thomason, Crawford and
"Lux Radio Theater" and others
Hendrix.
were like family friends who
Within the Memphis and Shelby
dropped in to visit every evening.
County Bar Association, Harvey
How do you explain any of this
has served as president of the
to an 18 or 19-year-old who thinks
Young Lawyers Association, on
of radio as only a transitorized
the board of directors, as a
music source? If you've tried
member of the Medical Legal
lately, you'll sympathize with
Committee and chairman of the
Marvin Bensman.
Constitutional Convention
Dr. Bensman, associate profes Committee.
sor of speech and drama, wanted
He has also been president of
somehow to convey the artistry of
the Young Lawyers Conference,
early radio to his radio broadcast serving on theboard of
ing classes of-the "transitorized"
governors, and served onvarious
generation.
committees in the Tennessee Bar
It seemed analmost impossible
Association.
generation gap to bridge until Dr.
Harvey is presently a candidate
Bensman was able to obtain and
for the House of Delegates,
copy some old radio broadcasts.
August, 1978, in theAmerican Bar
For the first time, these students,
Association," anorganization for
who were too young even to
which he hasrepresented the
remember the news of John F.
Sixth District to the Young Lawyers
Kennedy's assassination on
Sect/on Council, served as
radio, were hearing living pieces
chairman of the Ethics Committee
of history . .. and liking it.
of YLS and served as committee
And, from that acorn-like
chairman of the GeneralPractice
beginning, Dr. Bensman's
Section.
collection has grown into the
He has also served as assistant
Broadcast History Audio
examiner on the Tennessee Board
Collection, more than 1,000 hours
of Law Examiners, a judge in the
of old radio programs with a
1977 School of Law Moot Court
priceless historical value.
Program and has been published
The Broadcast History Audio
in the "Tennessee Law Review."
Collection has beenmade
He is a member of the Kiwanis
possible through exchanges
Club of Memphis, a member of
between collectors, and Dr.
the board of governors of the
Bensman is interested in any old
University of Tennessee National
radio programs that might be
Alumni Association, and serves
available in the Mid-South. Dr.
on the board of directors of the
Bensman said a radio buff or
Goodwill Boys' Club. A member
another institution may have a
of Calvary Episcopal Church, he
taped program not in the MSU
is listed inWho's Who in the South
collection or vice-versa and the
and Southwest.
two can usually work out an
Harvey received both his
exchange.
bachelor's degree and his doctor
"If an individual requests a
of jurisprudence from the
particular tape, he must sendhis
University of Tennessee-Knoxville.
own ,1,200 or 1,800 foot reels or
At UT he was a member of the 'Or
cassette tapes," Dr. Bensman
der of the Coif," listed in Who's Who
said.
in American Colleges and Univer
If there are any readers of THE
sities and a member of Phi Kappa
COLUMNS who have, or know of,
Phi and Omicron Delta Kappa.
any old radio program material,
He is a lieutenant colonel in the
Dr. Bensman would liketo make a U.S. Marine Corps Reserve and
deal. Not only will he make a
was on active duty in theCorps
swap, he'll give it a good home
from 1961-1964.
and keep it alive for other
The award went to W. Otis
generations.
Higgs last year. Other past
Write to: Dr. Marvin R.
recipients include Michael Cody,
Bensman, Speech and Drama
Donn Southern and William R.
Department, Memphis State
Bruce.
University, Memphis, Tenn.
38152.
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MOTHER OF THEYEAR —Mrs Ellen McCall (right)receives the 1978Tennessee Mother
of the Year award from the 1977recipient Mrs Robert Miller of Memphis. Mrs. McCall is
the immediate past president of Greater MemphisState Inc., and ismarried toDr. John
McCall, MSU director of health services.

1942
Dr. BILLIE CAMP BEATTY has a
private psychotherapeutic
practice and is professor of
counseling and psychology at
San Francisco State University.
1946
JAMES ALVA BARNES is a
certified public accountant living
in Atlanta with his wife, Doris. He
has three sons and one
granddaughter.
1948
THOMAS R MITCHELL, an
attorney, has been presented an
award for outstanding
achievement and service by the
Boosters Club of Christian
Brothers High School, Memphis.
1950
Dr. NELL WISER, assistant
professor of education at Georgia
College, has been elected to the
board of trustees of the Georgia
Council of Social Studies.
1951
TOM NIX is athletic director at
Christian Brothers High School,
Memphis.
1952
ELIZABETH SHARP SMITH is a
foreign language specialist for
the Tennessee Department of
Education and has been
appointed by Gov. Ray Blanton
to the Tennessee Commission
on the Status of Women.
1955
Col. CURTIS D. MOORE is
serving with a unit of the Strategic
Air Command, Offut AFB, Neb.
1958
JAMES W. RICHENS is assistant
professor of composition and
theory at Memphis State
University, and has been
presented an award for
outstanding achievement and
service by the Boosters Club of
Christian Brothers High School,
Memphis.
W. LEWIS WOOD JR. has been
appointed vice president of Allen
and Hoshall Inc., Consulting
Engineers, Memphis.
1959
ROBERT G. COLVARD is
associate professor of
accounting at Middle Tennessee
State University, Murfreesboro.
PAT SELBY WHITTEN is a first
grade teacher living in Dallas with
her husband, John, and twosons,
Tim and Todd.
1960
PATRICIA WELTING HOLLAHAN
and her husband, Jack, have
moved to New Orleans, where
Patricia has become visiting
professor of voice and opera and
artist-in-residence at Tulane
University.
DALE and F. LYNN ('62) LOWERY
are living in Memphis, where Lynn
is associate manager of the
Memphis branch of Fidelity and
Deposit Co. of Maryland, and
Dale is a teacher at Woodland
Presbyterian School.
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1961
GAYLON B. BOOKER is assistant
director of economic and market
research for the National Cotton
Council, Memphis.
KATHLEEN CHIDESTER is a
teacher in Scottsdale, Ariz., and
the mother of two girls.
Lt. Col. FRED E. SPARKS is chief
of the operations and training
division, Ellsworth AFB, S. D.
1962
ROBERT C. BROWN has
received a doctorate in higher
education, and is professor of
English at Oscar Rose Junior
College, Oklahoma City.
MARTHA ANN EMIGH CARTER
is a secretary at the University of
New Mexico at Las Cruces.
1963
DONNIS LEE DOYLE hasbeen
awarded a graduate degree by
The Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Lousiville.
MACK S. PRICHARD is assistant
director of the Division of
Information and Education for the
Tennessee Department of
Conservation, Nashville.
CATHERINE KERBY WILKINS is
teaching business education at
the Lester Center for Pregnant

Girls, Memphis.
1964
WALTER LEE DAVIS JR. has
relocated hislaw office in Johnson
City, Tenn., wherehe is associated
with Dick L. Johnson andEarl R.
Booze.
M.S. PRICE has been appointed
account manager at Ward Archer
and Associates, Memphis.
JAMES W. PRUITT is high school
principal and athletic director for
Frayser Baptist Schools Inc.,
Memphis.
ANNE MARIE KAVANAGH SAIN
is assistant professor of
secretarial science at Dyersburg
State Community College, Tenn.
The Rev. DENNIS E. SNELL is
senior pastor of St. Paul's United
Church of Christ, St. Marys, Ohio.
1965
DENNIS CHAMBERS is a
copywriter for Henderson
Advertising Co., Greenville, S. C.
JOHN T. COX is a chemist for Remington Arms, Lonoke, Ark.
GARY FORTNER DAWSON is a
social worker for the Memphis
Board of Education, and is
currently working on his doctorate
at Memphis State University.
Lt. Col. BILLY LEE DILLARD is
stationed at Fayetteville, N. C.
Maj. DENNIS C.HERMERDING is
air operations officer at Hickam
AFB, Hawaii.
Maj. GEORGE D. HULL is chief of
operations and training with the
5th Weather Wing at Langley AFB,
Va.

Lincoln Laboratories, Charlotte,
N. C.
JIMMY CARTER THOMAS has
been awarded a graduate degree
by The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Louisville.
Dr. PATRICIA WEST is a USPHS
postdoctoral research fellow and
Maj. LARRY R ROGERS has
instructor in the department of
graduated from the Armed
psychiatry, Washington University
Forces Staff College at Norfolk,
Medical School, St. Louis.
Va., and has been assigned to
1968
BERNIE and SHARAH COOPER
Little Rock AFB as a navigator.
are living in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
WILLIAM H. STURTEVANT,
where he is atraffic accident
manager of the Commercial
research specialist.
Group at Adair Mortgage Co.,
PATRICIA ANN FRANKLIN is a
Atlanta, has been promoted to
credit analyst for Holiday Inns
group vice president.
Inc., Memphis.
1966
RONALD D. KONERSMANN has
JEAN ADLEDALTON is director of
been appointed generalmanager
special education for Cheatham
of the Owens-Illinois Inc.,
Co., Ashland City, Tenn.
corrugated shipping container
Maj. PERRY P DAVIS is an
plant under construction at
instructor pilot with the 435th
Minden, La.
Tactical Fighter Training
BARBARA HANON NEAL lives in
Squadron, Holloman AFB, N. M.
Tulsa, Okla., where her husband,
BETTY J. DENNIS is a training
Steve, is a manager with Arthur
consultant for the Civil Service
Anderson and Co.
Commission, Washington.
Capt. CHARLES W. NEAL JR. is
Maj. THOURLD D. HENDERSON
serving with an Air Force
is airborne missile operations
Communications Service unit,
commander, Ellsworth AFB, S. D.
Scott AFB, III.
Capt. JERRY F. HOLT, a fuel
THOMAS L. SAIN JR. is instructor
inspector, has been awarded a
of vocational office education at
second Air Force Commendation
Halls High School, Tenn.
Medal at Offut AFB, Neb.
LARRY F. SMITH has been named
KAYE PULLEN has been named
national salesman of the year with
manager of public relations in the
Ortho Instruments, and was
public relations department of
promoted recently to national
American Broadcasting
accounts
manager for Johnson
Washington.
Companies, inc.,
and Johnson Scientific instrument
Maj. CARL M. WILLIAMS was
Division.
presented the. Meritorious Sen/ice
Capt. CREIGHTON E. TORREY is
Medal, Shaw AFB, S. C.
stationed at Beale AFB, Calif.
1967
RAY VENEZIA has opened an
Capt. WILLIAM L. GRAVES III,
Alfonso's restaurant in Memphis.
commander of the745th Air Force
The Rev. ROBERT F. WAGGENER
Band, has received a second
JR. has been appointed staff
Commendation Medal at
chaplain of Ochsner Foundation
Barksdale AFB, La.
Hospital, New Orleans.
Capt. NEWTON C. MYERS is
Capt. JOHN M. WALKER is a staff
chief of social actions, Mildenhall
plans officer with the Alaskan Air
RAF Station, England.
Command Unit, Elmendorf AFB,
NORMAN A. SANDLERis director
Alaska.
of sales for the Carolina states for
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Mail to National Alumni Association, Memphis State Uni
versity, Memphis,Tennessee 38152.

DAVID BAKER (72)

GAYLON BOOKER ( 61)

DENNIS W. SMITH has been
named personnel manager of
Sears Roebuck and Co.,
Alabama Credit Central-,
Birmingham.
MICHAEL C. WILLIAMS is an
attorney with the firm of Cobb,
Edwards, Hamlet, Nichol and
Woodall, and has been elected
president of the Young Lawyers of
Memphis.
1970
GEORGE BRAXTON CARTER is
a sales executive with Northern
Telecom, Chattanooga.
DICK COCKRE! L is a salesman
with Malone andHyde Food
Service, Memphis. He and his
wife, Ellen, have two children,
John Richard and Meg.
MICHAEL and VICKI ('73)
DORRIS are living in Jackson,
Miss., where he is district
manager for Union Carbide
Corp., and sheis sales director for
Holiday Inn.
MARGARET S. HANEY has been
promoted to assistant professor
of sociology at Keuka College,
New York.
CECILIA BYRD HARRIS is a
reading specialist for the Douglas
County School System,
Douglasville, Ga.
HASKEL and MYRA ('77)
HARRISON are living in
DeQueen, Ark. He is retired and
she is a flight attendant for Delta
Air Lines.
MARY SIMMONS IRWIN has
received a doctorate in computer
science from.the University of
Illinois, and is, now assistant

MARY TlDWELL

LEWIS WOOD ( 58)

1969
ROBERT TERRELL DAWKINS
has been promoted to trust
investment officer with the
National Bank of Commerce,
Memphis.
MARY ANNE GEIGER is working
with handicapped learners in the
Lake Oswega School District,
Beaverton, Ore.
HUGH JOHNSON JR. taught
school for seven years in New
Jersey, and is now working in
graphic arts in New York.
RONALD R KLINGER has been
named manager of the New York
office of Valmac Industries Inc.,

professor of computer sdienpe at
Pennsylvania State University.
JACKSON I. JONES has been
promoted to second vice
president in the trust department
at Central National Bank,
Chicago.
Capt. GEORGE T MORRIS,
commander of the 301st Field'
Training Detachment, was
presented the Air Force
Commendation Medal for
meritorious service at Nellis AFB,
Nev.
ELIZABETH THRON MYERS is a
school teacher in Memphis.
HELEN JEAN ODOMteaches
kindergarten at Elmore Park
School, Memphis, and has an
8-month-old son.
RONALD PATRICK RILEY SR. is
director of corporate develop
ment for the W. M. Barr Co.,
Memphis.
DIANE THOMAS STOLTZ is a
reporter for "The Jonesboro Sun,"
Jonesboro, Ark.
DANNY WAYNE WHITT is a pilot
for Southern Airways, Memphis.
1971
WILLIAM CLINE, a marketing
representative, has been named
outstanding salesman for the
Loctite Corp., Newington, Conn.
BRUCE EBERT is a reporter and
copy editor for the "Newport
News Times-Herald" newspaper,
Va.
WILLIAM C. HAMILTON is a flight
surgeon with the Navy, stationed
in Jacksonville, Fla.
LINDA HOLLINGSWORTH is a
teacher in Tamuning, Guam.

DEBORAH JERIGAN HUNTER is
a student at Emory Law School,
Atlanta.
DONALD E. LAUGHLIN is
distribution and planning
manager for Charles Todd Inc.,
Ripley, Tenn.
Sister CATHLEEN MARIE
MOUSER works in hospital
pastoral ministry at St. Joseph
Hospital, Lexington, Ky.
Dr. TIMOTHY JOHN TOUZEL has
been appointed assistant
professor of education at the
University of South Carolina,
Myrtle Beach.
Capt. WILLIAM C. WHALEY JR., a
C-130 Hercules navigator, was
presented the Air Force
Commendation Medal for
meritorious service, Yokota AB,
Japan.
1972
DAVID L. BAKER is regional
supervisor of electric wire line for
Otis Engineering Corp., Houma,
La.
ELLEN BYNUM was executive
producer for a film on radical
architecture, "The Wandering
Wall" which premiered at the
Hirschhorn Museum and
Sculpture Garden of the
Smithsonian Institution,
Washington.
RAY DIEHL III has been
appointed vice president and
sales manager of the Wilson
Galbreath Co., Memphis.
Capt. MICHAEL L. HICKEY, a
television production officer, has
been named outstanding junior
officer of the year for the

Aerospace Audiovisual Service,
Carswell AFB, Tex.
ALAN and MARSHA ('73)
HIGGINBOTHAM are living in
Austin, Tex., where Alan is a
project engineer with IBM, and
Marsha is an administrative
technician with the State
Department of Human
Resoruces.
LOUISE ELLEN HOROWITZ
owns a private speech pathology
practice in Davie, Fla.
Capt. RICK JABLONSKI has
been assigned as an F-4
instructor pilot at MacDill AFB, Fla.
MELINDA B. MCCREA is a
professional representative of
Pfizer Laboratories, New York.
BILL and NANCY ('74)
MCKINNEY are livingin Memphis,
where.he is with Dixie Magnavox
TV Inc., and Nancy is employed
by First Tennessee Bank as an
officer in the trust department.
Capt. DAVIDW. MILLER has been
awarded a master of science
degree in systems management
from St. Mary's University, San
Antonio.
THERESA SPERA TZEFAKES is a
secretary in the electrical
electronic engineering
department of Ingalls
Shipbuilding Division,
Pascagoula, Miss.
1973
Capt. ROBERT WAYNE BEARD is
a C-141 pilot at Charleston AFB,
S. C.

SHERRY HANSON BYRD is a
financial aid counselor at
Memphis State University. Her
husband, RANDY (77), is a
graduate assistant with the MSU
Center for Manpower Studies.
DEBORAH A. NEMIT is a
guidance counselor and speech
teacher at Baldwyn High School,
Miss.
TOM PHILLIPS is employed by
the Dover Corp., Madison, Ind.,
and has received a master of
business administration degree
from Xavier University, Cincinnati.
Capt. DARREN R. THOMAS, a
pilot instructor, has been awarded
the Air Training Command Master
Instructor rating at Laughlin AFB,
Capt. DONALD C. WELDON is
missile launch officer with a unit of
the Strategic Air Command,
McConnell AFB, Kan.
1974
LOUIS BRITT has received a law
degree from Tulane University
School of Law, and is now an
assistant city attorney in
Memphis.
CHARLES ROBERT DUNBAR is a
construction supervisor for Ryan
Homes, Memphis.
GARY and JENNY EARHART are
living in SanDiego. He has
received a doctor of dental
surgery degree from the
University of Tennessee Center for
the Health Sciences, Memphis,
and is a lieutenant in the Navy.
THOMAS and LENORA
HOFFMAN are living in Memphis,
where he is an insurance agent for

Hays-Robinson Insurance IHS-'f'
and Lenorais a teacher.
RICHARD HOLDER is supervisor
of training services for Seven-Up
World headquarters, St. Louis.
DAVID and DEBORAH CURBO
PRITCHETT are living in
Memphis, where David is an
accountant for ITT-American
Electric, and Deborah is an
accountant for Holiday Inns Inc.
STEPHEN E. REES is technical
director of the department of
drama at the University of
Gerogia, Athens.
CHRISTOPHER F. THOMAS has
been promoted to director of
special events with the Hospitality
Group of Holiday InnsInc.,
Memphis. He is also,a part-time
instructor of journalism at
Memphis State.
1st Lt. MICHAEL E. WEBB, an
electronic systems officer, has
been named outstanding junior
office of the year in his unit at
Mount Laguna AFB, Calif.
1975
MIKE BULLARD is Memphis and
Nashville branch manager for
Honeywell Information Systems
Inc.
BARRY E. COPLEY, a patrolman
with the MemphisPolice
Department, is a law student at
Memphis State University.
1st Lt. KIRKR. DOUGLAS is a
B-52 stratofortress electronic
warfare officer at MarchAFB, Calif
CAROL BETH ENNIS is a flight
attendant for Delta Air Lines,
based inChicago.

JAMES J. GOATE is football
coach at a Memphis junior high
KAREN E. GUERINI is executive
secretary at Berco Funeral
Products Inc., Memphis.
CHRISTOPHER MACKINNON is
artist-in-residence for the Ocean
County Department of Parks and
Recreation, Lakewood, N.J.
DAVID J. MANPOLINI lives in
Bartlesville, Okla., and is an
internal auditor for the Phillips
Petroleum Co.
NATHAN A. PERA III, a civil
engineer, has been presented an
award for outstanding
achievement and service by the
Boosters Club of Christian
Brothers High School, Memphis.
C. L. ROGERS has earned the
status of diplomat of the Court
Practice Institute, Chicago.
2nd Lt. ROBERT SCHRADER and
his wife NANCY ('76) and son,
Michael, are living in Alexandria,
La., where Robert is chief of
construction management in the
23rd Civil Engineering Squadron.
MICHELLE A. WILSON is a
reporter for the "Tri-State
Defender" newspaper, Memphis.
1976
RAYMOND FAUST is employed
by the Arkansas Highway
Department, West Helena.
WENDELL L. HARTZOG is.
practicing law in Memphis, and
has been selected recording
secretary of the Republican Party
of Shelby County.
DEBORAH D. HUTTON works in .
the expandeefcautrition program
of the University of Tennessee
Extension Service, Trenton.
ALINE JONES is a kindergarten
teacher at Sea Isle School,
Memphis.
ROBERT W. JONES is assistant
public defender for Shelby
County, Memphis.
KINI M. KEDIGH is editorial
assistant for the Center for
Southern Folklore, Memphis.
2nd Lt. OLEN S. KEY has
graduated from Air Force pilot
training school and will fly T-37
aircraft with a unit of Air Training
Command, Vance AFB, Okla.
JEFF REECE is living in New
Orleans and is a social worker for
Jefferson Parish.
1977
PRESTON D. BOYDis an account
representative for Ford Motor
Credit, Memphis.
JEFF PEDERSON is a television
cameraman and technician for
ABC affiliate channel 13,
Rockford, III.
JAMES M. POWERS JR. has been
appointed by Gov. Ray Blanton to
serve on the University of
Tennessee board of trustees
during the 1977-78 acaderhic
year.
CLASS YEAR UNKNOWN
CARLISLE C.COOK is chief of the
Federal Aviation Administration
Air Route Traffic Control Center,
San Juan, Puerto Rico.
ROBERT A. HOOVER has been
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appointed sales engineer in the
equipment sales department of
Dravo Corp.'s Engineering Works
Division, Pittsburgh.
MARY Y. TIDWELL has been
appointed research scientist in
the organic chemistry department
of Burroughs Welcome Co.,
Research Triangle Park, N. C.
MARRIAGES
JONATHAN J. EDWARDS ('76) to
Cindy Wallace, June, 1977,
Memphis.
MARION MAY (74) to James
Russell Farrar, April 8, Nashville.
LINDA S. SMITH (73) to AdrianK.
Lieurance, Dec. 17, Wanblee, S. D.
BIRTHS
Sharon Lynn Baker was born
June 8,1977, to JERRY ('68) and
CAROLYN ('73) BAKER, Sandy,
Utah.
Sarah Miller Barnes was born
June 11,1977, toThomas and
GRACE MILLER BARNES ('75),
Louisville.
Amy Helen Beisswanger was
born Nov. 27 toMaryfern and
DONALD BEISSWANGER ('71),
Whitehouse Station, N. J.
Megan Emily Davis was born
May 25,1977, to PEGGY('71) and
ANDY ('75) DAVIS, Bad
Cannstatt, West Germany.
Jennifer Lynn Eldridge was
born April 30,1977, to Gail and
PETE ELDRIDGE ('74).

Jennifer Carol Gravatt was born
Sept. 17 to GLEN ('73) and TERI
('74) GRAVATT, Memphis.
Yoriann Simone Hull was bom
Aug. 8 to Truman and YVONNE
HULL ('75), Memphis.
Brian Christopher Johnston
was born Jan. 2to Larry and
MARILYN LARSON JOHNSTON
('77), Memphis.
Catherine Elizabeth Kraehmer
was born Oct. 15 to Carl and
SHARON KRAEHMER ('70),
Springfield, III.
Jamie Rae Laughlin was born
May 23to Jamille and DONALDE.
LAUGHLIN ('71), Ripley, Tenn.
Nicholas Anthony Martellow was
born Jan. 9 to Ardis and JOSEPH
MARTELLO (74), Memphis.
Zachary Woodson McRae was
born Sept. 14 to Rebecca and
HARRY WOODSON MCRAE JR.
(75), Memphis.
Bonnie Lee Merritt was born
Sept. 6 to THOMAS ('74) and
MARTHA (76) MERRITT,
Jackson, Tenn.
Laurianne Alexandra Morris
was born July 6 to Cheryl and
WILLIAM MORRIS ('72),
Memphis.
Jennifer Jaye Northcut was
born Feb. 23 to CHARLES ('75)
and MARLA ('77) NORTHCUT,
Memphis.

Robert Shaw Phillips was born
Sept. 19 to ELMIRE (70) and
DAYTON ('71) PHILLIPS JR.,
Memphis.
Anne Elizabeth Sims was born
Aug. 29 to DAVID ('72) and
CAROL BRYANT (73) SIMS,
Chattanooga.
Amy Lucretia Rose Smith was
born Dec. 30 to JAY ('69) and
LINDA ROSE ('70) SMITH,
Blytheville, Ark.
Caroline Lee Springer was born
Feb. 9 to Bruce Springer and Dr.
PATRICIA WEST ('67), St. Louis.
Wesley McBride Talbert was
born Nov. 23 to Charlotte and N.
LEWIS TALBERT ('71), Memphis.
Shannon Elise Teas was born
Dec. 30 to DEBBIE ('73) and
STEVE ('74) TEAS, Brandon,
Miss.
Liza Marie Thron was born Nov.
18 to Donna and JOHN MICHAEL
THRON ('74), Memphis.
Wendi Olivia Weldon was born
Sept. 20 to Barbara and EDGAR
WELDON ('64), Memphis.
Todd Mathew and Dristin Marie
Wildeboer were born Feb. 23 to
Judy and STAN WILDEBOER
('72), Grand Haven, Mich.
Amy Michelle Young was born
Feb. 11 to Charlton and
BARBARA PRINCE YOUNG('71),
Fulton, Ky.

• Aloha CocktailParty.
• City-Punchbowl Tour.
• Get Acquainted Briefing.
• Taxes and Service Charges.
• AllTransfers Between Airport and Hotel.
• Delicious Meals andOpen Bar Enroute.
• Traditional Flower Lei GreetingUpon Arrival.
• Round-Trip Air Transportation from Memphisvia
United Airlines DC-8 Charter Jet.
• Services of Professional Escortsand Personnel.
• Seven Nights inWaikiki at the Holiday Inn Waikiki.
• Baggage Handling at Airportand Hotel for TwoBags.
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Alumni Shop-By-/Mail
MEMPHIS
STATE
UNIVERSITY
A1 100% Cotton Jersey - navy blue with
white imprint. Available in Small,Medium,
Large aridExtra Large sizes. $7.25
A2 100% Cotton T-Shirt. White withnavy neck
and sleeve trim. Navy imprint. Available in
Small Medium, Large and Extra Large.
$3.75
B1 Wall Plaque
12" x 9", Four color comic
tiger design. $6.95
C1 Bedspread — 108" x 68" (background),
Knit Polyester with knittedin design.
Tiger head design inroyal and gray on
light blue bakkgrourtd. Fully washable.
$27.50
C2 Book or Gym Bag — 15'/2" x 18V2"
(bottom, left). Knit Polyester with knitted
in design, Tige-'
':
' —1
front with light
royal back. $5.85
C3 Navy Stadium Blanket — 42" x 62" (top,
left), 100% wool with comic tiger design.
$9.95
D1 Knit toboggan. 100% Acrylic fiber. Royal
with gray pom-pomand lettering. Knitted
in design. "Tigers" on one sideand
"Memphis State" on theother. Machine
washable. $2.95
D2 Royal andgray striped Scarf — matches
toboggan. 100% Acrylic fiber. Machine
washable. $4.40
E1 Large Glass Ashtray. Glass withroyal
lettering on white background.6%" x
8%". $4.95
PerflfSWT9" x 24". Royal f&lt \Wfh
F2 white lettering. With sealin white
(bottom) $2 10.With orange comictiger
(top) $2.40
G1 Belt Buckle 3" diameter. Antique brass
finish. Seal. $4.95
HI Pewter Key Chains. Available ineither
H2 seal (right) or comic tiger design(left).
$1.95
11 Marble paper weight. Royal and white
marble with black and silver etched
plate. Felt back. 3"x 4" $4.50 shown.4"x
4" $6.50 (not shown)
J1 Ceramic Mug vyith seal. Available in
either royal or white.
Royal 16oz.
$3.85
Royal 28 oz.
4.60
White 16 oz.
3.45
White 28 oz.
4.25
J2 Gray Stonewear Mug withnavy seal.
$5.15
Clear glass with royalimprint.
$1.25
K1 Highball — (center) 2 oz.
K2 Double OldFashioned (right)
15oz.
1.35
K3 Tumbler—(left) 11 oz.
L1 Mugs with Leather Holders — available
L2 with either seal (right)or comic tiger (left)
design. $5.25
M1 White heavy weight plastic LicensePlate
with seal design innavy. $2.10
M2 Metal LicensePlate with white and gray
imprint on navy background.$1 60
M3 Metal License Platewith navy letteringon
white background. $1.90
M4 Embossed metal License Plate with
picture of Tom in royaland orange and
royal imprint onwhite background $i JU
M5 Heavy milled alumjnum LicensePlate.
%" thick. Royal background.$9 95
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Make checks or money orders payable to: Memphis State Bookstore

Quantity

Item No.

Item

Color &
Size

Unit
Price

6% tax
Handling

Total
Price

—5°—

Mail payment & order to:
Memphis State University
Bookstore
Mail Order Dept.
Memphis, TN 38152

Address _
City

—Zip—

Rhine River Cruise &

• Pan American Airways 707 Jet Clipper Charter.
Memphis to Zurich, Switzerland. Pan American
Charter, Amsterdam, Holland to Memphis on return.
• Three Nights at Lucerne's Beautiful Palace Hotel, in
the-Heart of Lucefne.
• Two Meals a Day in Lucerne- AmericanBreakfast
and Lunchor Dinner.

• Re'axing-3-Day Rhine River Cruise. All Meals
Included Aboard Ship.
• 3 Nights at the Centrally-Located Deluxe Amsterdam :
Hilton.
•Full American Breakfast Provided Each Day at Hilton.
• Deluxe Half-Day Motorcoach Orientation Tour of
Amsterdam.

• Welcome Arrival Cocktail Party and Special Arrival
-Dinner Banquet..

• Special FareWelf Cocktari Party at the HiltonHotel,.

• Deluxe Motorcbach'Orientation tour of Lucerne.

• Tou rCompletely Escorted by Experienced Aiumni
Holidays' Tour Directors

THE COLUMNS
National Alumni Association
Memphis State University
Memphis, Tennessee 38152
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